
HOW TO

CREATE A MAP & FEATURES

A map is the starting point for an order in TracMap. Maps consist of an area or areas. An area can be a

paddock, several paddocks or part of a paddock Once a map has been created, either all or a portion of the

map can be used to create an order

This document covers:

Starting a map P-1
Drawing an area P-3
Drawing a line P- 5
Naming an area or another feature P- 6
Erasing an area or other areas P-7
Inserting a place marker P- 9
Opening or Editing an Existing Map P-10

If you want to upload a map into TracMap, please refer to the document How to Upload a Map

NOTE: It is recommended that TracMap is opened using the browser Google Chrome
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STARTING A MAP

To create and name a map:

1. Click maps

2. Click New Map

3. Click Create a New Map

4. To name your map, click on

the icon beside Map Details,

Map details will open.

5. Enter the a map name into the

Map Name area

6. Click Save

7. The map and account names will

appear once the map has been

saved
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DRAWING AN AREA

In TracMap maps consist of one or many areas. Usually these areas represent paddocks but areas

can be multiple paddocks or a part of a paddock.

1. Bring the area you want mapped

into the main mapping window by

either using the zoom in and zoom out
icons or click, hold and drag the map

until the desired physical location is

shown

2. Click on the icon beside Drawing Tools

3. Click the Snap Points icon. This feature

allows precise alignment of drawn

areas and lines

4.     Click the Draw Area icon
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5. On the map, click to start

6.    Move to where the next point in the

map will be and click.

The area will be shown initially as a line.

After two points have been created, a

polygon shape will be shown on screen

7.    Repeat clicking points until the last

point is reached

8.    Double click the last point to complete

the area

9.    The completed area will show in yellow,

with the paddock area in the middle
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DRAWING A LINE

Lines can be drawn to represent lanes, creeks or other features.

1. From the Drawing Tools toolbar, click

on the Draw Line icon

2. On the map, click to begin the line

3. Click at each point where the line

changes direction

4. Lines display as length not area

5. Double click at the end of the line. The

completed line will be yellow
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NAMING AN AREA, LINE OR ANOTHER FEATURE

Naming areas, lines and others features helps avoid confusion when features are being referred

to or worked with. Features must also be named for reporting purposes.

1. Select the feature to be

named

Note: If more than one feature is in a layer
(for example, a line within an area), a Select
Feature box will appear, listing all the
features in that layer. Scrolling over a
feature will show that feature as green on
the map

2. Once the correct feature is

identified, click on the

feature in the Select
Features box

3. The Feature Details toolbar
will open

4. Enter the name into the

Label field
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ERASING AN AREA OR FEATURES

Sometimes it is necessary to delete or erase a feature, such as an area.

This can be done either by selecting the feature if the feature is easy to identify on the map or if

there are multiple overlapping features by using the Feature List.

Both processes are covered in this documentation.

To erase a feature by selecting the feature:

1. On the map, open the Drawing
Tools toolbar

2. Click the Erase icon
3. Click on the area to be erased. It

will be removed from the map

4. Click on any other areas to be

erased

5. Once all erasing is completed,

click the Erase icon to deselect it

(ie so it is no longer outlined with

green)

6. Click Save

To erase a feature by using the Feature List:

If multiple features exist within an area

(such as lines or place markers in an area),

using the Feature List is a quick and easy

way to ensure the correct feature is

selected for erasing.

7. On the selected map, click on the

icon beside Feature List to open

the toolbar
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8. All the features on the map are listed

9. Scroll over each feature in the list until

the correct feature is highlighted green
on the map

10. Click on the Delete icon at the end of

the selected feature in the Feature List

11. The feature will be deleted

12. Click Save
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INSERTING A PLACE MARKER

Place markers can be put on maps to show the location of important features such as pot holes,

troughs, poles or first aid kits.

1. On the selected map, click on the icon
beside Drawing Tools

2. From Drawing Tools click Place
Marker

3. Chose a marker shape

4. Chose a marker colour
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5. Enter a label for the marker

6. Click on the map to insert one or more

markers

7. The markers will appear with the

chosen shape, colour and name
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OPENING OR EDITING AN EXISTING MAP

It is often necessary to make changes to a map. The following instructions show how to open and

edit an existing map.

1. Click Maps

2. Click on the icon beside Map List
to display all created maps

3. Click on a map

4. The map will move into the

Selected Maps area

5. Click Edit

6. The main Map page will appear,

with all the tools for editing a map
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